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1. Introduction

Currently, there is a growing interest among specialists 
to the use of non-invasive no-dose methods for diagnosis and 

monitoring of treatment of various diseases. Such methods, 
in particular, include the method of microwave radiometry 
(MWR) which makes it possible to measure tissue self-ra-
diation in a microwave range and visualize temperature of 
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В даний час зростає iнтерес фахiвцiв 
до використання неiнвазивних бездозових 
технологiй для дiагностики та монiто-
рингу лiкування рiзних захворювань. 
Мiкрохвильова радiотермометрiя доз-
воляє неiнвазивно виявляти тепловi ано-
малiї внутрiшнiх тканин органiзму люди-
ни. Розглянуто сучасний рiвень розвитку 
методу мiкрохвильової радiотермометрiї, 
що дозволяє неiнвазивно виявляти на раннiх 
стадiях злоякiснi новоутворення за харак-
теристиками власних радiотеплових полiв 
людини. Для бiльш широкого впроваджен-
ня методу необхiдно подолання ряду науко-
во-технiчних бар'єрiв, що перешкоджають 
його розвитку. Для цього в першу чергу необ-
хiдно забезпечити мiнiатюризацiю вико-
ристовуваної апаратури.

Виконано аналiтичний огляд сучасного 
стану розробок в областi медичних радiотер-
мометрiв. Важливим напрямком дослiджень 
є мiнiатюризацiя апаратури. Показано, що 
застосування запропонованої схеми побудови 
балансного нуль-радiотермометра з ковза-
ючою схемою компенсацiєю вiдображення з 
двома узгодженими навантаженнями дозво-
лить створити мiнiатюрний високостабiль-
ний радiотермометр. Похибка вимiрювання 
даного приладу не залежить вiд температу-
ри навколишнього середовища, власної тем-
ператури приладу i iмпедансу дослiджуваної 
областi тiла. Розглянуто процедуру калiбру-
вання приладу i виконано розрахунки шумо-
вих сигналiв. Наведено результати експери-
ментальної верифiкацiї правильностi вибору 
побудови схеми мiнiатюрного радiотермо-
метру. Введення термокомпенсацiї дозволи-
ло знизити похибку вимiрювання, пов'язану з 
нагрiванням приладу до 0,2 °С, при змiнi влас-
ної температури радiотермометрiї на 20 °С. 
Показано, що радiотермометр, який працює 
в смузi частот 3,4–4,2 ГГц, може використо-
вуватися для виявлення рiзних захворювань 
i контролю внутрiшньої температури тка-
нин в процесi лiкування. Пiсля введення авто-
номного живлення i бездротового зв'язку зi 
смартфоном, мiнiатюрний радiотермометр 
можна буде використовувати як переносний 
пристрiй для монiторингу температури вну-
трiшнiх тканин в процесi життєдiяльностi 
людини
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internal human tissues based on these data. Unlike infrared 
thermography which measures skin temperature, MWR en-
ables obtaining of information about thermal abnormalities 
at a depth of 3–7 cm depending on moisture content in the 
tissue and the frequency range used. In recent years, many 
new publications on the use of MWR in medicine have ap-
peared. MWR is used in mammalogy to detect breast cancer 
and monitor progress of treatment of various diseases of the 
mammary glands [1, 2]. The method is used in critical care 
medicine to measure brain temperature during treatment of 
cerebral stroke and traumas [3]. A series of studies related 
to identification of inflamed atherosclerotic plaques and 
assessment of stroke risk have been carried out [4, 5]. MWR 
is also used in non-invasive diagnosis of arthritis [6], brown 
fat activity [7] and examinations of brain [8, 9], spine [10] 
and joints [11]. Interesting results were obtained in the field 
of phlebology [12], experimental oncology [13], gynecolo-
gy [14] and urology [15, 16]. Besides, MWR was also used 
to study microwave radiation of enzymes [17, 18]. The scope 
of MWR is expanding every day but, at the same time, there 
are a series of scientific and technological barriers that must 
be overcome for further development of this method. Further 
development is limited to the use of stationary, single-chan-
nel devices. During examination, doctor measures internal 
temperature in various points of the organ being examined. 
Usually temperature is measured at 18–20 points during 
examination. However, there are obviously a large number of 
medical problems when it is necessary to monitor tempera-
ture of internal tissues. For example, it can be monitoring 
during hypothermia and hyperthermia or temperature mon-
itoring under influence of various loads and functional tests. 
Single-channel radiometers are only the first step in the 
development of MWR. The future belongs to multichannel 
devices that ensure simultaneous measurements in several 
points and visualize temperature of the organ under study in 
real time. First of all, this problem is relevant for monitoring 
internal temperature under various influences. But to create 
multichannel devices, it is necessary to radically reduce di-
mensions of the microwave radiometer since the single-chan-
nel devices used currently weigh up to 4.5 kg [19]. Therefore, 
mechanical channel number growth is impossible and it is 
necessary to use new circuits for designing microwave radi-
ometers capable of reducing their dimensions by an order of 
magnitude. Obviously, the use of monolithic microwave in-
tegrated circuits (MMIC) and implementation of microwave 
devices using HEMT and MIS technologies described in 
detail in [20–27] can significantly reduce device dimensions 
and improve its reliability. In addition, specialists have re-
cently increased interest in miniature, wearable temperature 
measuring devices that can be used in everyday human life. 
It is impossible to use conventional scheme for designing 
a microwave radiometers for these purposes, so other ap-
proaches should be considered.

2. Literature review and problem statement

Most of the mentioned studies used a scheme of a single-- 
channel microwave radiometer described in [19]. To date, 
more than 60 thousand patients in a number of countries 
have been examined with the help of this device. It is 
a single-frequency radiometer operating in the range of 
3.4–4.2 GHz. It features measurement of self-radiation in 
microwave and infrared ranges which enables simultaneous 

measurement of both internal tissue temperature and skin 
temperature. The device consists of a two-frequency sensor 
held in the doctor’s hand and a data processing unit with di-
mensions of 30×40×20 cm. It is a null balance radiometer with 
a sliding circuit of reflection compensation which provides 
high accuracy of measuring internal temperature. However, 
the device has rather large dimensions and it is impossible 
to use its scheme to build a miniature radiometer. Besides a 
single-channel radiometer [19], a series of other microwave 
radiometers are known. They are described below.

An original microwave radiometer was described in [26]. 
Unlike the conventional Dicke radiometer, it measures not 
only temperature of internal tissues but also allows one to 
measure of antenna reflection coefficient and thus compen-
sate for existing antenna reflections. As compared with a 
radiometer, block diagram of this device has some special 
features [19]. This device also represents a stationary radi-
ometer. It is impractical to use technical solutions incorpo-
rated in it to design a miniature radiometer.

In recent years, several studies that discuss issues of 
designing miniature microwave radiometers have been 
published.

A single-channel microwave radiometer operating at a 
frequency of 1.35 GHz with a transmission bandwidth of 
500 MHz was used in [29] to monitor temperature of inter-
nal tissues. Reception of self radiation in the decimeter range 
opens up the possibility of detecting thermal abnormalities 
at a relatively large depth of up to 50–70 mm. A modified 
total power radiometer with two reference noise sources 
was used as a radio thermometer. The device consists of two 
blocks. The first block includes a switch, two reference noise 
sources and the first stage of a low-noise amplifier with gain 
factor of 10–15 dB. This part of the radiometer is incorpo-
rated in the antenna and connected to the second unit via 
a coaxial cable. Microwave signal amplification, filtering, 
detection and analog-to-digital conversion are performed in 
the second block. The signal is further processed in a laptop. 
The radiometer communicates with the laptop through a 
USB interface. This is a rather compact radiometer which 
could potentially be used to monitor temperature of internal 
tissues in everyday human life.

Interesting results of development of miniature wearable 
radiometers are presented in [30, 31]. A compact microwave 
radiometer operating in a frequency range of 1.4–1.427 GHz 
was described in [30, 31]. Like that described in [29], it 
enables detection of thermal anomalies at large depths. To 
increase noise immunity of the device, the authors have nar-
rowed its bandwidth to 27 MHz. Structure of this radiome-
ter is close to that of the device from [29] and includes two 
reference noise sources, an electronic switch, a two-stage 
low-noise amplifier (LNA), two bandpass filters (BPF), 
a sensitive amplitude detector and an analog-to-digital 
converter (ADC). Implementation of a wireless wearable 
multi-frequency radiometer was considered in [32]. It fea-
tures operation in several frequencies which enables tem-
perature measurement at different depths. The radiometer 
can be implemented in a monolithic design. The authors are 
planning to use this device for early detection of malignant 
tumors, monitoring drug delivery for cancer treatment, mon-
itoring temperature during organ transplantation, circadian 
cycle and in other applications. This radiometer can be im-
plemented in a monolithic design.

The device described in [30–33] are based on a to-
tal-power radiometer and do not contain nonreciprocal 
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elements. So far, there are few experimental data in scientific 
literature demonstrating how measurement results of such 
devices change with a change of impedance of the biological 
object (BO) under study. Impedance changes occur when 
antenna is moved from one measuring point to another or 
when contact between the antenna and the BO is practically 
broken. Conventional radiometers without nonreciprocal el-
ements err considerably when input impedance of the object 
under study changes. Such devices can be used to clarify na-
ture of changes in temperature of internal tissues over time 
after preliminary calibration of the device in the location 
under study. Since values of the tissue impedance in different 
parts of the body differ significantly, the brightness tempera-
ture measured in different parts of the body will also differ 
significantly. This fact can cause difficulties in practical use 
of the device if special calibration in each point is not done. 
Therefore, in order to ensure independence of the measure-
ment results from dielectric permeability of the tissue under 
study, it is desirable to use a null balance radiometer with a 
reflection compensation scheme.

A miniature single-channel radiometer with a printed 
antenna for reception of microwave radiation from brain 
in the 3.6 GHz band with a frequency band of MHz was 
presented in [34]. The instrument uses a null balance radi-
ometer with a negative feedback loop. RF load mounted on a 
Peltier element is used as a source of noise signals. The radi-
ometer has relatively small dimensions: 76×54×22 mm. This 
work is the first step towards miniaturization of microwave 
radiometers with nonreciprocal elements. The issues of de-
velopment of a microwave antenna are discussed in sufficient 
detail while the issues of creation of a miniature radiometer 
were not addressed.

Results of modeling a microwave radiometer intended for 
diagnosis of mammary gland diseases are presented in [35]. 
Like the radiometer of [19], this device is single-channel. 
During measurement, doctor holds the sensor in his hand 
and puts antenna to various points on the mammary gland. 
Self-radiation is measured simultaneously in five frequency 
ranges. This makes it possible to determine nature of tem-
perature changes in depth. This radiometer uses a broadband 
antenna that receives its self-radiation in the frequency 
range from 1 to 4 GHz. All component parts of the radiome-
ter are placed in the sensor connected to the computer via a 
USB interface. This is a very promising solution, so the au-
thors plan to move on to creating a prototype of the product 
at the next stage.

Thus, based on the analysis of published data, we can 
conclude that despite the successful development of MWR, 
the problem of creating a miniature radiometer has not yet 
been solved. Most of the described devices have significant 
dimensions and are suitable only for use in stationary con-
ditions. The known miniature devices have a significant 
measurement error when the BO impedance changes. Based 
on the analysis of information sources on the current state 
of development in the field of medical radiometer, it can be 
stated that there are a series of scientific and technological 
barriers that must be overcome for further development of 
the method. It is also impossible to integrate these devices 
with other medical devices developed according to the prin-
ciples of wearable technology.

Creation of a block diagram of a miniature radiometer 
that can radically reduce overall dimensions and weight of 
the device can be considered a solution of the problem of 
overcoming the above scientific and technical barriers. This 

diagram should include a nonreciprocal element to ensure in-
dependence of measurement errors from the BO impedance.

Creation of a miniature radiometer will enable efficient, 
non-invasive MWR with acceptable accuracy during a long 
time. In the future, this circuit can be implemented in a 
monolithic design.

This work is devoted to the principles of designing a 
miniature radiometer based on analysis of design of a sin-
gle-channel device. This is the first step towards creation of 
a multi-channel multifrequency radiometer in a monolithic 
design.

3. The aim and objectives of the study

The study objective is to analyze the proposed block dia-
gram of a miniature radiometer that ensures stable operation 
of this device with acceptable measurement errors.

To achieve the objective, the following tasks were set:
– assess effect of self-temperature of the radiometer on 

errors occurring in measurement of temperature of internal 
tissues;

– assess effect of the feedback loop on errors in measur-
ing temperature of internal tissues;

– verify experimentally correctness of choice of the pro-
posed technical solutions.

4. Description of the block diagram of the miniature 
microwave radiometer

A microwave radiometer measures power of the noise 
signal coming from the antenna output. Block diagram of the 
miniature microwave radiometer proposed by the authors 
of this paper is presented in Fig. 1. Noise signal from a BO 
with temperature Ta comes to the first input of SPDT switch. 
Noise signal from a reference noise source with temperature 
Tr comes to the second input of the SPDT switch. The SPDT 
switch transmits the noise signal either from antenna or from 
the reference noise source (switching frequency is 1 kHz) to 
the circulator input and then to the low-noise amplifier. Af-
ter amplification and amplitude detection, the noise signal 
comes to a synchronous detector. A voltage proportional to 
the difference of noise signals coming from the antenna and 
the reference source of noise signals is formed at the output 
of the synchronous detector (1):

( ).a rU k T TD = −   (1)

It follows from (1) that if the noise temperature Tr of the 
reference source is equal to the noise temperature Ta, then 
voltage at the output of the synchronous detector is zero:

Ta=Tr, if ΔU=0.   (2)

In the proposed miniature radio thermometer circuit, the 
reference noise source is implemented in a form of a matched 
RF load mounted on the Peltier element (Microwave load 1 
in Fig. 1). The reverse side of the Peltier element is mounted 
on the metal base of the device. Temperature of the Peltier el-
ement and, accordingly, temperature of the RF load installed 
on it vary depending on polarity of the voltage supplied to 
the Peltier element. Thus, it is possible to heat up or cool the 
RF load by changing the voltage supplied to the Peltier ele-
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ment and, therefore, control the noise temperature of the 
reference source. Synchronous detector is implemented 
in the proposed miniature radiometer circuit as a field 
programmable analog array (FPAA). The reference volt-
age generator (RVG) which controls the SPDT switch 
and sends a control signal to the synchronous detector, 
the selective amplifier with the band-pass filter, the am-
plitude limiter and the delay line is implemented on the 
same microcircuit. At a large gain of the negative feed-
back loop, noise temperature Tr of the heated resistor ap-
proaches temperature Ta of the noise signal coming from 
the antenna output. If the heated resistor is matched to 
the microwave path, then its thermodynamic tempera-
ture coincides with its noise temperature, so the problem 
of measuring microwave power is reduced to a problem of 
measuring the thermodynamic temperature of the matched 
RF load. This can be done using a standard temperature sen-
sor. The proposed radiometer scheme is quite simple, howev-
er, its implementation requires solution of several problems. 
The antenna is not always perfectly matched to the BO, thus 
the measured power at the antenna output differs from the 
power of the noise signal emitted by the BO. In the presence 
of dissipative losses in the input section of the radiometer, 
the noise signal at the switch output is not equal to the noise 
signal coming from the antenna output but depends on tem-
perature Тrdamb of the input section of the radiometer. It will 
be described below how these problems are solved and how 
the radiometer error is minimized.

Obviously, the noise signal Ta1 at the antenna output is 
smaller than the noise signal from the BO because of reflec-
tion of the noise signal from the antenna input and because of 
dissipative losses. At the first stage, let us assume that dissi-
pative losses are negligible. In this case, the noise signal at the 
antenna output is determined from the following equation:

2
1 ‐ * ,a a aT T T R= −    (3)

where R is the module of the antenna reflection coefficient; 
Ta1 is the antenna noise temperature; Ta is the BO noise 
temperature.

It should be borne in mind that dielectric permeability of 
biological tissues can vary over a wide range (from 6 to 50). 
Therefore, if antenna is matched to one patient, then it will 
have significant reflections for the other patient (R2 can 
reach 0.25). This will reduce level of the noise signal fed to 
the input of the low-noise amplifier and error in measuring 
the brightness temperature of tissues will increase. There-
fore, one of the main problems in designing radiometers 
consists in reducing the device error when the antenna 
reflectance changes. This problem is solved in the proposed 
scheme by using a circulator and two RF loads installed on 
the Peltier element on a common heat-conducting base so 
that their temperatures are the same and equal to Tr. The 
circulator is included in the scheme in such a way that the 

signal from the RF load of the circulator 
with noise temperature Tr enters input of 
the antenna and is partially reflected from 
it. Therefore, the noise signal coming to 
the input of the SPDT switch is deter-
mined from equation (4):

2 2‐ ‐ ,in a a arT T T R T R= − ⋅ + ⋅   (4)

where Тin is the noise signal at the switch 
output; Тar is the noise temperature of the 
signal entering the antenna input from the 
circulator RF load.

It follows from equation (4) that if 
Ta=Tar,

.in aT T=   (5)

That is, the antenna reflections are 
compensated and a signal with the BO 
noise temperature comes to the input of 
the receiving device. However, value of 
temperature Ta is unknown, hence the 
problem of compensating for reflections 

from the antenna input is rather complicated in the general 
case. In order to bring temperature Tar closer to Ta and reduce 
the measurement error, the circulator RF load is installed 
in the proposed miniature radiometer circuit on the same 
Peltier element base on which the RF load 1 is installed. 
Since temperature of the microwave load 1 is Ta (excluding 
dissipative losses), the circulator RF load temperature will 
be equal to Ta as well. Thus, compensation is provided for the 
measurement error associated with the antenna mismatch. 
In real circuits, the switch and the circulator have dissipa-
tive losses. This causes difference between the temperature 
Tar of the noise signal that enters the antenna input from the 

Fig.	1.	Block	diagram	of	the	miniature	microwave	radiometer:	low-noise	amplifier	
(LNA),	band-pass	filter	(BPF),	synchronous	detector	(SD)
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side of the circulator RF load and the temperature of the 
circulator RF load Tr and Ta. Therefore, full reflection com-
pensation does not occur in accordance with equation (4). If 
the circulator and the switch are installed on a common base, 
then it can be assumed that their temperatures are close and 
equal to Trdamb.

In accordance with Sigman’s theorem [36], the noise sig-
nal entering the antenna input from the side of the circulator 
RF load (RF load 2) is described by equation (6)

( )1 ,* *ar r f f rdambT T T= − α + α   (6)

,f cir sw aα = α + α + α

2 ,1sw swKα = −

21 ,cir cirKα = −

where αcir is the loss on the circulator; αsw is the loss on the 
switch; αa is the loss on the input section of the radiometer; 
Trdamb is the temperature of the radiometer base on which the 
circulator and the switch are mounted; swK  is the module of 
the switch transmission coefficient; cirK

 
is the module of the 

circulator transmission coefficient.
Obviously, Trdamb≠Tr, therefore Tar≠Ta and complete com-

pensation of reflections does not occur. This leads to an in-
crease in the measurement error associated with the antenna 
mismatch. To reduce this error, it was proposed to install an 
additional attenuator between the heated resistor and the 
SPDT switch which has temperature Trdamb. In this case, a 
signal with noise temperature Tr2 enters the second input of 
the switch from the side of the reference voltage generator:

( )2 ,* 1 *r r att att rdambT T T= − α + α  (7)

where attα  is the attenuator loss.
The condition of zero balance (2) is satisfied if

2 ‐.r inT T= .  (8)

It follows from (6) to (8) that if αatt=αf, the measured 
brightness temperature does not depend on the antenna 
reflection coefficient and is determined by the resistor 
temperature and the temperature of the input section of the 
radiometer:

( )* 1 *a r f f rdambT T T= − α + α ,
  

(9)

if αatt=αf.
Thus, introduction of an additional attenuator with 

temperature Тrdamb in the reference signal circuit allows one 
to compensate for the signal reflected from the antenna and 
reduce the measurement error associated with the antenna 
mismatch.

The second important problem in development of a mi-
crowave radiometer consists in the fact that a noise signal 
comes at the input of a low-noise amplifier not only from the 
BO but also from all noisy elements of the input section of 
the radiometer. This is caused by the presence of dissipative 
losses in the circuit elements. Therefore, in the general case, 
when temperature of the input section of the radiometer 
changes, the measured brightness temperature changes. In 
some devices, in order to reduce this error, they try to ther-
mally stabilize the radiometer. However, this significantly 

increases energy consumption by the device. Therefore, 
another option is proposed in this circuit to reduce the mea-
surement error. If we assume that the switch is well matched 
and well uncoupled, then the noise temperature at the switch 
output is determined from equation (9):

( )1 * 1 * ,a a w w rdambT T T= − α + α
  

 (10)

.w sw aα = α + α
 

(11)

The noise signal from the heated resistor at the switch 
output is determined from the following equation:

( )1 * 1 * ,p r p p rdambT T T= − α + α
 

(12)

.p sw attα = α + α    (13)

In order to make voltage at the output of the synchro-
nous detector equal to zero, it is necessary that

1 1,p aT T=
   

(14)

where the following is obtained from (11) to (13):

* ,a
r rdamb

T
T S T

A
= +  (15)

( )* 1 * ,a r rdambT A T A T= + −  (16)

( )
( )
1

,
1

p

w

A
− α

=
− α

 

1
1 .S

A
= −   (17)

It follows from (15) that temperature of the heated resis-
tor Tr is not equal to Ta and depends on temperature Тrdamb of 
the input section of the radiometer. This leads to an increase 
in the error of temperature measurement when temperature 
Trdamb.changes. In this work, instead of stabilizing tempera-
ture Trdamb, it is proposed to compensate for its influence on 
the measurement results. To compensate for this error, it is 
necessary to measure temperature Тrdamb and calculate the 
measured temperature using formula (18):

изм * ‐ .r rdambT H T kT b= − +   (18)

It follows from (15) to (18) that if H=A and k=S*H, then
 
Тmeasured=Тa.  (19)

Thus, the measured temperature is independent of Trdamb.
To find the coefficient S, it is necessary to heat up the 

radiometer and measure slope of the curve in equation (15) 
when calibrating the instrument at a fixed value of Ta. To 
find the coefficient H during the calibration process, it is 
necessary to apply a fixed value of the noise temperature 
Ta1 to the radiometer input and measure temperature of the 
heated resistor, Tr1, with the feedback loop closed. Then 
temperature Ta2 is applied to the input and Tr2 is measured. If 
temperature Trdamb of the inlet section of the radiometer does 
not change during measurement, then the calibration factor 
is determined from the following formula:
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2 1

2 1

,a a

r r

T T
H

T T
−

=
−  

(20)

1
10 .* *a

r a ar d mb

T
b T S T T

H
= − −   (21)

Signal is processed in the microwave radiometer [19] 
after its detection in the data processing unit. In the con-
sidered circuit of the miniature radiometer, this function 
is implemented in the FPAA which can have static and dy-
namic structure configurations. In statically programmable 
circuits, configuration data are loaded when FPAA is turned 
on and remains unchanged during its operation. When the 
supply voltage is sent to the chip, the FPAA configuration 
memory is cleared and the configuration logic automatically 
downloads data from the EPROM. After the data download 
is complete, the FPAA automatically activates the analog 
structure. The dynamically configurable circuit makes it 
possible to change fully or partially the functional structure 
in real time. Configuration interfaces of the devices with 
dynamic configuration contain special functions that enable 
loading of reconfiguration data on the fly, without having 
to reboot the device. In the considered option of the design 
of the miniature radiometer, the FPAA has a statically 
configurable structure. In this case, the amplifier feedback 
gain and the pass band, as well as all other parameters of 
the circuit remained constant during the measurement 
process and changed only during debugging of the circuit. 
When the FPAA circuit is dynamically configured, there 
is a possibility to dynamically change gain of the feedback 
loop, frequency band of the selective amplifier and the time 
constant of the delay line. The ability to quickly reconfigure 
all parameters of the receiving device allows one to optimize 
the transient process and thereby reduce the measurement 
time, thereby increasing the device speed. The use of the 
FPAA microcircuit for signal processing makes it possible 
to mount entire elements of the radiometer in a volume of  
9 cm3 which is more than 100 times smaller than the existing 
serial device.

5. The effect of feedback on parameters of the radiometer

When analyzing the radiometer circuit, it was as-
sumed that voltage at the output of the synchronous de-
tector is zero and the noise signal from the reference noise 
source is equal to the noise signal that comes from the 
BO. However, gain of the feedback loop is finite in a real 
device, so there is a residual voltage at the output of the 
synchronous detector any time. This voltage is applied to 
the Peltier element and the temperature Tr of the RF load 
differs from Ta.

If voltage ΔUp is applied to the Peltier element, then tem-
perature of the RF load installed on it will increase by ΔTr. 
In this case, slope of the characteristic will be determined 
as follows:

.r
r

p

T
k

U
D

=
D

  (22)

When the noise signal at the first input of the switch 
increases by ΔTa, voltage at the input of the Peltier element 
increases by ΔUp when the feedback loop is open. Then, gain 
of this section of the feedback loop will be

.p
p

a

U
k

T

D
=

D
   (23)

Based on definitions (22) and (23), we can write equa-
tions for voltage at the output of the amplifier connected to 
the Peltier element when the feedback loop is closed:

( )1 2 .p p r rU k T TD = −  (24)

2 * ,r r p rdambT k U T= D +  (25)

* ,a
r rdamb

T
T S T

Af
= +     (26)

( )
( )( )‐ ‐

1
1

,
1

sw att

a sw

F
Af

 − α + α +  
=

− α + α
   (27)

1
1 ,S

Af
= −  (28)

* .r pF k k=   (29)

It follows from equations (27) to (29) that the coef-
ficient of gain of the feedback loop affects the measured 
temperature and the calibration coefficients. However, if 
this coefficient is greater than 10, then this influence is not 
very significant. It should also be borne in mind that this 
gain also determines speed of the device. The RF load time 
constant is about 3 s. At the same time, an F-fold decrease in 
the time constant occurs and it becomes less than one second 
when the feedback loop is closed.

A computer program that implemented the described al-
gorithm of calculation of the measured temperature makes 
it possible to visualize the results of measuring the bright-
ness temperature. The program visualizes temperature Tr 
of the matched RF load as a function of time, the measured 
temperature Tmeasured of the BO calculated according to for-
mula (18) and temperature Тrdamb of the housing. Obvious-
ly, to reduce the fluctuation error, it is necessary to average 
the measurement results over a certain time. The program 
displays the results of measurement of both averaged and 
“raw” temperature data coming from temperature sensors. 
In addition, the program enables a quick change of the aver-
aging time and observation of a decrease in the fluctuation 
error. In addition, the program also helps to calibrate the 
device by calculating the calibration coefficients H and b 
and the coefficient k of thermal stability in equation (18). 
The results of prototyping the proposed scheme of the min-
iature radiometer are given below.

6. Experimental verification of correctness of choice of 
technical solutions

Experimental studies of the radiometer circuit were 
conducted. In these studies, the range of temperature mea-
surements was chosen within 32–42 °C and the ambient 
temperature ranged from 18 °C to 35 °C.

A noise generator was used in calibration as a noise 
source in which a matched RF load heated up to a fixed 
adjustable temperature was used as a noise signal source. 
Temperature of the matched RF load can be set with an 
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accuracy of 0.01 °C. To measure the amplitude-frequency 
characteristic of the microwave path, an amplitude-modu-
lated microwave signal from the standard signal generator 
was applied to the device input. Power of the input signal 
was adjusted so that the envelope voltage at the output of the 
amplifier switched on after the detector was maintained at 
200 mV. The input signal level was –115 dB/W at a central 
frequency. The amplitude-frequency characteristic of the 
microwave path is presented in Fig. 3. Gain at the central 
frequency was 45 dB. The noise band was calculated using 
the following formula:

( )
1

*MHz ,
n

ii
F k h

=
D = ∑   

(30)

where h is the magnitude of the frequency step, MHz; ki is the 
power-normalized coefficient of transmission at frequency i.

The noise band was approximately equal to the pass band 
of the path at the level of 3 dB and amounted to 720 MHz.

Fig.	3.	Amplitude-frequency	characteristic	of	the	microwave	
path

To study the transient process, a noise signal from the 
noise generator was applied to the input of the radiome-
ter circuit at temperature of 32 °C. At a certain point in 
time, the noise generator was switched to a temperature 
of 38 °C. Fig. 4 shows a transient process of the miniature 
radiometer.

Fig.	4.	Transient	process	of	the	miniature	radiometer:	
temperature	Tr	of	the	heated	resistor	without	additional	

averaging	(curve	1)	(1);	Tr	with	a	2	sec	averaging	(curve	2)	(2);	
Tr with	a	4	sec	averaging	(curve	3)	(3)

Fig. 5 shows the measured temperature (curve 3) cal-
culated by formula (18) and averaged within 4 seconds, the 
non-averaged temperature (curve 1) of the heated resistor 
(Tr) and temperature of the input section of the radiometer 

(Trd amb) (curve 2). Heating was executed through heat re-
lease from elements of the radiometer. A normalized noise 
signal with temperature of 32 °C entered the radiometer 
input and then a noise signal with a temperature of 38 °C was 
received after 12 min.

Fig.	5.	Dependence	of	the	measured	temperature	on	time:	not	
averaged	temperature	of	the	heated	resistor	(1);	temperature	
of	the	inlet	section	of	the	radiometer,	(Trdamb)	(2);	measured	

temperature	averaged	within	4	s	(3)

To assess effect of antenna mismatch on the measure-
ment results, a mismatch element with 

2

1,1 0,25,S =
 

was 
installed between the noise generator and the input of the 
miniature radiometer. It was a piece of coaxial cable with 
air filling. Diameter of the central conductor was selected so 
that 

2

1,1S  was close to 0.25.
Table 1 shows the results of temperature measurement 

with and without mismatch. A noise signal with temperature 
of 32 °C and 38 °C was fed from the generator to the input of 
the miniature radiometer. It is obvious that the radiometer 
had an acceptable measurement error.

Table	1

Results	of	temperature	measurement	with	and	without	the	
mismatch	element

Tempera-
ture of the 

noise gener-
ator, °С

Temperature 
measured without 

the mismatch 
element, °С

Temperature 
measured with 
the mismatch 
element, °С

Error of 
temperature 

measurement, 
°С

32 32 31.8 –0.2

38 38 37.85 –0.15

7. Discussion of the results obtained from experimental 
studies of the miniature radiometer circuit

The noise band of the path in the proposed miniature 
radiometer circuit was 720 MHz. This band is primarily 
determined by the filter band. In this variant of design of 
the radiometer, a miniature band-pass filter having size of 
4×4×0,5 mm with attenuation bands at finite frequencies 
was used. The band-pass filter was a 4-link filter with 
additional coupling [37] implemented on a substrate with 
high dielectric permeability (ε=100). It is noted in many 
articles that radiometer for which a matched load is used as 
a noise source have a low speed because the matched load 
has a large time constant. Indeed, the used RF load which 
had dimensions of 0.32×0.4 mm had time constant of 3.2 s. 
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However, due to the negative feedback, the frequency band 
expands and speed improves. It is seen from Fig. 4 showing 
the transient process of the radiometer circuit that the 
transient time was less than 1 sec. despite the fact that the 
time constant of the resistor was 3.2 sec. With this design 
of the device, gain of the open feedback loop was chosen 
equal to 4.12. An additional gain increase is very easy to 
implement in FPAA. To do this, it would suffice to change 
its firmware. It must be borne in mind that this action 
increases energy consumed by the device and raises tem-
perature of the radiometer in working conditions. In many 
problems, slow thermal changes occur in the BO tissues, 
therefore speed of 0.5–2 s may be acceptable for such appli-
cations. When monitoring the BO internal (or brightness) 
temperature, it is important to ensure stability of measure-
ments and independence of the measurement results from 
the ambient temperature and the own temperature of the 
radiometer. The experiment presented in Fig. 5 shows that 
despite the fact that the base of the radiometer was heated 
up by 10 °C, the measured temperature calculated from 
formula (18) with allowance for thermal compensation has 
changed by only 0.1 °C while without thermal compensa-
tion, temperature of the heated microwave load changed 
by 1.4 °C. Thus, this experiment clearly shows that intro-
duction of thermal compensation can significantly improve 
accuracy of measurements. The experiment has confirmed 
that the proposed scheme of reflection compensation pro-
vides a significant reduction of measurement error even at 
a significant antenna mismatch. This makes it possible to 
ensure stable operation of the miniature radiometer when 
the BO impedance changes. Use of the proposed scheme for 
designing radiometers makes it possible to obtain a more 
than 100 times reduction of weight and size parameters 
in comparison with a stationary device. Therefore, this 
scheme can be applied to design miniature radiometers.

This study did not address the issues of design imple-
mentation of a miniature radiometer. This will be done at 
the next stage of studies. Also, issues of designing miniature 
antennas for the proposed device will be considered at the 
next stage. In particular, issues of designing textile antennas 
that have a low cost and provide good contact with the pa-
tient’s body will be considered. It is also planned to develop 
a wireless interface and software for working with a phone 

or a tablet. Creation of a miniature radiometer opens up the 
possibility of creating various wearable devices and a family 
of multi-channel radiometers: Smart Bra, Smart Carotid, 
Smart Helmet which can be used in telemedicine. Currently, 
artificial intelligence systems are developing rapidly. They 
help interpret results of measurements of tissue self-radia-
tion in the microwave range [38]. Their introduction into 
medical practice in combination with miniaturization of 
equipment will make it possible to bring microwave radiom-
etry to a qualitatively new level.

8. Conclusions

1. Analysis of the radiometer circuit has shown that 
the measured temperature depends on temperature of the 
front end of the radiometer because of dissipative losses in 
front end of the radiometer. Change of the input section 
temperature by 20 °C leads to a change of the measured 
temperature by 2 °C. Application of the thermal compensa-
tion algorithm makes it possible to reduce the measurement 
error to 0.2 °C.

2. An analytical relationship between the measured 
temperature and the coefficient of transmission of the feed-
back loop has been established. It was established that the 
coefficient of transmission of an open feedback loop affects 
basic parameters of the radiometer: speed, fluctuation er-
ror, thermal stability, etc. If the coefficient of transmission 
exceeds 10, its effect decreases.

3. Experimental studies of the circuit of the miniature 
radiometer operating in the frequency range of 3,400–
4,100 MHz have shown that introduction of thermal com-
pensation reduces measurement errors associated with de-
vice heating to 0,2 °C when the radiometer temperature is 
20 °C. Introduction of a mismatch element at the input of 
the device with a reflection coefficient 

2

1,1 0,25S =
 
leads to 

a measurement error of 0,2 °C.
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